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- Replacement of domestic private heating systems and central heating systems in towns 

with less than 20,000 inhabitants. The Veneto Region has created a Regional Rotation 

Fund to finance the replacement of standard gas/methane oil boiler with gas/methane 

condensing boiler. 

 

- Programmatic Agreement with the Industrial chemical site of Porto Marghera to ensure a 

better protection of the environment by investing in more sustainable and environmental 

friendly technologies. 

 

- Regulatory Plan to reduce the concentration of pollutants in the leather tanning 

industrial district in the Province of Vicenza by using less polluting and more efficient 

energy sources (cogeneration, heating and cooling systems). 
 

 

 

- The most widespread district heating net in Italy and, according to the road map signed 

by the different main Public and Private authorities of the field, soon the most spread in 

Europe. By 2020, the target, is to reach 90 million cube meters along hundreds of km of 

district heating net served.  

 

- Regulatory Plan and Regional aids in order to improve energetic performances of 

existing buildings. Existing buildings with more than 50 units and primary energy demand 

greater than 200kWh/m2 per year and buildings bigger 10.000m3 with primary energy 

demand greater than 70 kWh/m3 per year must reduce their energy demand for heating 

of at least 35% by 31/12/2016.  

 

- Regulatory Plan in order to improve energetic and emissions performances of all existing 

heat generator in the civil sector. 
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- Intervention on private mobility and Public Local Transport Fleet: actions of progressive 

limitation of movement of polluting vehicles on a large scale. The current limitation covers 

all Euro 0 gasoline vehicles and up to Euro 2 diesel vehicles; it includes a total prohibition 

of the 2-stroke motorcycles and Euro 0 (highly polluting) all over the region is in force. 

Strong incentives campaigns have been launched to replace vehicles (from diesel to petrol, 

CNG, LPG, hybrid, electric) or to install filters on diesel engines already in circulation that 

could not be replaced. 

 

- Energy certification, temperature control and heat metering: the legislative process has 

provided stringent energy standards in buildings; it includes  the installation of 

temperature control and accounting systems for new central heating systems and for 

existing plants. The reduction of only 1 degree of the temperature allows an annual saving 

of fuel consumption for heating and therefore the relative costs  between 5 - 7%. The 

rationalization of distribution in heating  can reach levels of both energetic and economic 

savings, but also a reduction of harmful emissions into the atmosphere by 20 or even 30%. 

 

 

- Location of plants for the production of biomass energy. Emilia-Romagna has recently 

adopted new criteria for locating the plants for the production of biomass energy, with the 

aim of ensuring that in the most critical area in terms of air quality the new plants produce 

a zero emissions balance of nitrogen oxides and particulate. 

- Regulation of biogas plants. Emilia-Romagna has recently adopted a series of technical 

criteria for the design and operation of biogas plants, with the aim of minimizing their 

environmental impact and ensuring territorial balance, along with performance standards 

and emission limits based on the best available technologies. 
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- Ecological premium for small, medium and large companies that perform certain (listed) 

ecological technological investments in Flanders, e.g. energy savings.  

   

- SMOG90 short time measure: speed reductions till 90 km/h on highways during 

particulate matter smog episodes. 

 

- Reformed registration tax for passenger cars to promote cleaner vehicles. 

 

- In addition to emission limit values for installations, agreements with reduction 

commitments for the complete sector (electricity sector, chemistry,..) and bubble 

emissions limit values per sector for refineries.  

 

- Financial support of green power and combined Heat and Power. 

 

 

 

- Walstroom is the international service for the supply of electricity to vessels. The 

Walstroom service was created during a pilot project in the harbour of Rotterdam. Vessels 

use electricity connections at the quay to obtain green power. The use of Walstroom 

negates the need for use of a diesel generator. That benefits the environment and the air 

quality. Walstroom also prevents noise pollution. www.walstroom.nl.  

 

- The Randstad Region encourages driving on clean fuels for cars to improve the air 

quality. With grants, the provinces of the Randstad Region, stimulates the use of public 

green gas, gas stations and public transport. 
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- There is a vast package of measures being implemented in Steiermark in order to improve 

air quality. You can find detailed information on our webpage: 

http://app.luis.steiermark.at/berichte/Download/Fachberichte/LRP2011_FINAL_i.pdf. 

 

- Reduction of emissions caused by heating: substantial extension of the district heating 

network and incentives to get connected; substitution of old solid fuel heating systems and 

stricter limit values for new heating installations. 

 

- Reduction of emissions caused by transport: driving ban for heavy duty vehicles; 

replacement of city buses and taxis; further improvement of public transport. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Electricity Saving Program: Electricity has the highest emission factors with 600 kg CO2 

and 1 kg NOx per MWh. Saving a kilowatt-hour is supported by the city of Frankfurt/Main 

with 10 ct/kWh. The savings will be based on the electricity bills in consecutive years. 

 

- Energy saving building: Frankfurt/Main is world leader in passive house standard. As 

agreed by the municipal councillors, city owned buildings are now being built as passive 

houses. When selling municipally-owned building land, passive house standard is 

contractually required. By now, the city of Wiesbaden has adopted this policy. 
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- Generation of a lorry routing concept for the whole Ruhr area (integration of various local 

lorry travel routes into a regional concept, data transformation into lorry navigation 

systems) to concentrate the goods traffic on main routes. 
 

- Consulting of companies concerning business/occupational mobility management 

(journey to workplace, business trips, car pools). 
 

- Guidance for home owners in energy efficient insulation of buildings. 
 

- Premature introduction of particle filters for furnaces: implementation of a local act 

promoted by financial support (500 EUR per filter). 

 

 

 

- Europe’s largest Low Emission Zone covering HGVs, buses, coaches, larger vans and 

minibuses. Standards tightened in January 2012 further reducing the emissions from 

around 150,000 vehicles.  

 

- Taxi age limit retiring the oldest taxis (over 15 years) from the fleet. Apprfox 10% of the 

fleet will retire this year alone reducing emissions.  
 

- “Air quality neutral” planning standards to reduce emissions from building combined with 

tough new biomass and combined heat and power emission standards.  
 

- Integrating low temperature heat recovery into decentralised energy to reduce NO2 

emissions from domestic gas boilers.  
 

- Clean Air Fund trialling innovative packages of local measures including dust 

suppressants, green infrastructure and business engagement.  
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- Introduction of Air Quality Plans in 24 cities of Baden-Württemberg. The plans consist of 

multifaceted and complementary measures, e.g. retrofitting and modernisation of public 

service buses, the regulation of construction sites, retrofitting of municipal car pools, 

expansion of short distance public transport and the bike lane infrastructure. 

- Low Emission Zones with three different levels in already 23 cities. Baden-Württemberg 

will extend the Low Emission Zones to more cities in near future. 

- Transit ban for utility vehicles where alternative routes like ring roads exist. 

- Extensive studies on the impact of speed limitation to 30 km/h on real world NOx-

emissions show that speed limitation to 40 or 30 km/h is in some cases a possibility to 

reach better traffic liquefaction. Good traffic liquefaction causes lower emissions than stop 

and go. 

 

 

- Barcelona TMB Public Bus fleet renewal and retrofitting. Fleet renewal: 411 natural gas 

buses (39% of the fleet) in June 2012 and 500 foreseen for 2017-18 (47% of the fleet). Up 

to 26 new hybrid buses at end of 2012. Fleet retrofitting: 433 installed SCRT filters in June 

2012 (41% of the fleet). Retrofit diesel buses to hybrid buses: 30 in service with fuel 

savings of 25 % and up to 70 new retrofit hybrid buses at end of 2012. Retrofit compressed 

natural gas buses to hybrid buses: 1 prototype in service with fuel savings of 30%. Change 

from radial to orthogonal bus network in progress. 

- Catalan toll discounts policy in highways accesses to Barcelona city. Accumulative 

discounts up to 100% if : 1) High occupancy vehicles (+3): 40% discount. 2) Clean vehicles 

(Electric, GNC, GLP, gasoline and bioethanol < 120 gr CO2/km), diesel and biodiesel < 108 

gr CO2/km): 30% discount. 3) Usual users: up to 30% discount. Payment with eco via T 

system. 

- The “biking “public bicycle service in Barcelona: 6.000 bicycles, 420 stations, 122.000 

subscribers, 47.200 daily uses, 180 km of bicycle lanes network and 82.500 daily cycled km. 

It should be added 320.000 km more urban daily cycled km with private bicycles. 


